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ABSTRACT
This chapter outlines how to teach critical-thinking skills is a central issue at home, in school, on the job, and in life. Outcomes of critical-thinking pedagogies are optimized under three conditions: 1) when thinking skills are integrated with disciplinary content, not sequentially following a content presentation; 2) when thinking skills are taught as utilized in specific domains/disciplines, not decontextualized or treated as domain-general; and 3) when thinking skills are emphasized for all learners, not just advantaged ones with greater prior knowledge or academic ability. Accordingly, teaching critical thinking might well be structured to be integrative, domain-specific, and equitable.

INTRODUCTION
Which car to buy? Career to choose? Person to marry? Situations as such, ones that require critical thinking skills, are ubiquitous in life. If people are to succeed almost anywhere, they need to go beyond knowledge memorization – to analyze information, solve problems, make decisions, draw conclusions, and make predictions, among other things (Halpern, 2014). Accordingly, much attention has been paid to how critical thinking (CT) skills ought to be taught in schools, on the job, at home, and just about everywhere else (Eggen & Kauchak, 2011; Holmes, Wieman, & Bonn, 2015).

This chapter enters the debate about teaching CT skills by making a set of three claims (detailed below). The approach instantiated by these claims has promise to optimize learning of CT skills in schools and elsewhere. The chapter presents the three claims in turn, followed by a concluding section.
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INTEGRATING, NOT SEQUENCING, CONTENT AND THINKING

“Learning without thought is a waste of time, and thought without learning is dangerous,” – a classic quotation from the Chinese philosopher Confucius. But educators and non-educators alike appear to believe that learners must possess relevant content knowledge before they can succeed in a CT activity (Torff, 2015). This is the “sequential” epistemological viewpoint: content before thinking. Research underscores the pervasiveness of this viewpoint: for example, participants asked to rate the pedagogical effectiveness of descriptions of educational activities judged high-CT activities (but not low-CT ones) to be ineffective for students with limited prior knowledge – and effect that was stronger for low-SES than high-SES students (Torff, 2005, 2015). Widespread is the belief that individuals must acquire content knowledge as a precondition to successful participation in an activity that requires critical thinking.

In opposition to this “sequential” viewpoint is one held by such figures as Confucius, Socrates, Dewey, Piaget, and Vygotsky, who have argued that successful learning experiences often occur when content and thinking are combined – when learners figure things out, complete problem-solving activities, or engage in some other form of experiential learning (Halpern, 2014). From this “integrative” viewpoint, fusing content with thinking skills produces optimal learning because content is embedded in thinking processes that give content an immediate, practical use. From this perspective, an appropriate CT pedagogy emphasizes integration of content and thinking skills, instead of sequencing content before thinking.

There are abundant examples in modern schools in which pedagogies sequence content acquisition before thinking skills – if thinking skills are employed at all. At institutions of higher learning, it is common that a lecture be completed before a discussion section on the lecture topic is attempted; that the professor delivers the lecture and the teaching assistants typically handle the ensuing discussion speaks to the priorities placed on each. In this case, the sequential approach seems deeply institutionalized.

Other examples involve younger learners, ones in K-12 settings. For example, the great majority of mathematics classes begin with “chalk talk” led by the teacher, who explains a mathematical operation while completing sample problems, and then distributes a worksheet for students to practice on their own. With the exception of lessons on probability, which are seemingly thought to lend themselves to a more integrated approach, math classes almost inevitably employ this two-step procedure: teacher presentation of content followed by a practice session.

Lest mathematics be singled out for criticism unfairly, it seems appropriate to raise another example, this one in classes teaching a new language (e.g., Spanish classes at schools with English as the instructional language). In these classes, it is common for teachers to present content such as conjugation rules in a lecture format, followed by the dissemination of a worksheet that puts students to work applying the rules.

A lesson on regular -ar verbs in Spanish will clarify the point. Different verb endings are required for grammatical use of the verb (yo hablo, tu hablas, and so on). In an effort to ensure that students receive the information they need to conjugate correctly, the teacher begins the class with a detailed presentation focused on the relevant verb constructions. As the conjugation rules are presented, the thought process required for successful conjugation is effectively done for students, not by them. But the teacher recognizes the need for students to practice what they have been taught, and also the need to assess student progress, so after 10 or 15 minutes a worksheet is disseminated to students. The worksheet has three parts: 1) a list of verbs to conjugate; 2) an “error detection” activity with several sentences featuring regular –ar verbs, some of which are erroneous and need repair; and 3) a writing activity in which student compose sentences using the verbs in a word bank.